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kept outlook posts, went through parched bush, up dry
river-beds, by a long detour to the east. It travelled only
at night with Somali guides and arrested any natives who
saw it. Water-points were carefully avoided. On the
morning of November 22, twenty planes bombed Lama
Shillindi, whose Ethiopian garrison scattered, according
to rule, in the bush. Dubats were sent in with machine-
guns like a flash from the east and the Ethiopians were
driven over the Web, abandoning their ammunition.
They could not find their chiefs to reorganise and resist :
they fell back on Irdolei, another zariba sixty kilometres
up-river.
After their victory the Italian force occupied Lama
Shillindi and Dimtu farther north ; but could not find
the enemy again. Graziani felt that he could not waste
time and men on small expeditions of this sort : with the
menace of Desta increasing, said rumour, daily, he must
prepare a greater shock.
But first he must discover the whereabouts, the base, the
strength and spirit of the enemy*
Vital though they were to reconnaissance, mapping, and
(though they could not tell it then) to the destruction of
Ethiopian mobility, the Italian Air Force did not distinguish
itself at the beginning of this war as a fighting organisation.
It took very few risks. Its successes—Gorahai, Tafere
Katama, Lama Shillindi—were the success of mass-fire
on a small target. It flew very high where no anti-aircraft
reaction was to be expected. The almost daily bombard-
ments of Daggahbur throughout this period, November,
December and January, were executed regularly at eight
in the morning : the Ethiopian learnt very soon that
punctuality was a European fetish and went out into the
bush at seven-thirty every morning on his daily chores.
When the bombing of large towns came into fashion, the
altitudes chosen were much too high for accuracy. Really
good direct hits were scored only on the Red Cross, where
anti-aircraft fire was not to be expected. It was only after
the defeat of the northern Ethiopian armies that the Italians
realised how absurdly they had exaggerated the anti-
aircraft reaction of the enemy.
But on this occasion the Italian Air Force, under General

